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ABSTRACT
Underground mining has, for approximately two decades, successfully utilized rock mass rating (RMR)
systems for underground mine stability analyses. These RMR systems, whether Barton’s Q, Bieniawski’s CSIR, or
Laubscher’s MRMR, tend to be poor evaluators in very weak rock, especially at depth.
As underground mining is forced to move to greater depth in increasingly poor ground, as demonstrated in
the Carlin trend, these areas of inadequacy must be addressed. It is essential that the engineers and operators
better evaluate the expected performance of the rock in question, both for reasons of safety as well as economics.
The paper evaluates the present performance of predicting excavation and support conditions of small
headings in rock having an RMR of less than 30. Case histories are provided, evaluation of this data is presented,
and recommendations and conclusions drawn as to how best approach improving the classification system.

INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of this paper is to improve the empirical excavation design processes used with rock
mass classification (RMR) systems for very weak rock. We generally agree with the concepts, but have found
significant differences between prediction and result. Some of the difference is ascribable to inappropriate data
collection techniques, some to poor excavation and support practices, and some to apparent inadequacies in the
present RMR systems. We believe that the empirical process is the most practical approach at present, and that
efforts should be taken to understand and resolve the difference between prediction and result. As a significant
proportion of underground mining, especially in the Carlin trend area, will be in poor to very poor ground
conditions, the economic viability of such deposits may well depend on the ability to accurately predict excavation
and support requirements for the rock mass.
Very weak rock masses are complex. They have generally been distorted, broken, bent, twisted, and
chemically altered. They may have a multitude of stiffness, strength, and failure parameters, all varying as a
function of orientation and location. As such, it is difficult to imagine a single mathematical technique
encompassing all these parameters, or design a data collection system that properly quantifies the model
parameters. This is not to denigrate the engineer, but the design budget and time constraints, both being limited,
trim the dream Ferrari back to a more practical go-cart. The trick is to make the go-cart the meanest on the block
for the money spent.
At present, most underground mine openings in poor rock are designed using parameters collected from
RMR systems. These are founded on empirical observations of ground conditions at other operations. While
numerical models are utilized at times, and can be very useful in understanding underground performance and
failure, many of the base parameters for stiffness, etc. evolve from RMR systems calibrated in like rock masses.
Let’s conduct a hypothetical rock mass characterization/support recommendation for an underground
operation. A number of questions must be asked:
Assuming that we will utilize an RMR system for underground opening design, how do we go about it?
Data can be collected by core drilling. The questions may be asked as to what parameters are important? How do
we properly conduct drilling? Just how good a predictor is core? These questions are rarely asked by many
geotechnical engineers who push along following the general program prescribed in rock mechanics texts.
Say that we produce an adequate characterization of the rock mass, predicting support requirements and
techniques, opening dimensions and orientations based on present RMR systems. Just how valid are these designs?
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Remember, most of the RMR systems, with the exception of Laubscher’s MRMR , have been designed for civil
projects with a long life. Is what was recommended truly what was required for a 1 week opening?
Once excavation has commenced and the rock starts flying - will the miner totally invalidate the design
with his blasting practices? Water control measures? His support installation techniques? Will he even install the
support you recommended?
In the end, how do you know that the excavation and support measures utilized in the mine were the best
for that rock mass?
In order to properly conduct rock support for any opening in rock, the cycle must be:
• prediction
• excavation/support
• reconciliation
In other words, an attempt is made to predict how the rock will behave based on sampling techniques
designed to be the best practical for the job. The rock is then excavated and supported, under close supervision and
with substantial documentation. Mapping is then conducted as to rock conditions and opening and support
performance. These are then reconciled with the predictions. If the reconciliation doesn’t match, something’s
wrong. Find out why and try again. If changes are required to specifically adjust the RMR system so that openings
can be properly designed for the mine, then do so.
What follows is the result of the above: a limited overview of several rock mass characterization studies
with resulting excavation/support and reconciliation. Some of the results are contained in:
• some do’s and don’ts for data collection and excavation in poor rock (Appendix A)
• some possible corrections to improve the RMR system (Appendix B)
• case histories (Appendix C)
At present, the differences in required rock support for similar RMR values in poor rock are staggering.
Any valid attempt at reducing this variation and providing better support estimates will be of value, both from a
scientific and economic perspective. Hopefully, this paper will be of use from that standpoint.

RMR SYSTEMS
A variety of RMR systems exist and are used in both mining and civil rock excavations. The most popular
of these are Barton’s (NGI) Q system, Bieniawski’s CSIR system, and Laubscher’s MRMR system. The latter is a
mining modified variant of Bieniawski’s system. All attempt to quantify the material as to rock support required,
excavation difficulty, maximum unsupported spans, etc. All have their roots in civil engineering practice with
Laubscher’s being the only system truly modified for mining practice.
All RMR systems have the following features in common:
• intact rock strength;
• fracture frequency;
• joint condition
Other factors such as water pressure, number of discontinuity sets, and stress conditions may be taken into
consideration as well. Laubscher’s system specifically allows for such factors as discontinuity orientation relative
to the opening, blasting practices, and weathering of the rock mass. All of these adjustments are empirical and
should be treated only as a rough estimate of what may occur, not as an absolute truth.
Within this paper, Laubscher’s MRMR system will receive the most attention in that is the system which
has been utilized to collect most of the data in the associated case histories. The Q system has been correlated with
the MRMR system, with the relationship being approximately (in this paper):
Q = 10^((RMR-43.5)/20.25)
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The approximate relationships between Q, RMR, and tunneling conditions are shown as Figure 1.
RMR values may be adjusted to reflect prevailing local conditions. The exact system being used dictates
the methodology used for the adjustment. RMR values should only be adjusted for specific design purposes and
never reported as the RMR of a rock mass unless the original, unaltered, RMR is reported as well, along with the
methodology utilized for adjusting the RMR values.
RMR vs. rock support - present practice
In order to conduct an evaluation of how well present RMR practices predict support conditions, it was
necessary to evaluate data from a variety of excavations in weak to very weak ground.
What was required was data from underground openings with:
• valid, unadjusted, RMR data
• marginal stability. In other words, some damage/deformation was occurring.
• properly excavated and supported
• similar dimensions
After evaluating a number of cases, the diagram presented in Figure 1 was arrived at. In this figure, note
that the rock support category is presented as a simple “number.” It does not correspond with any presently utilized
RMR recommended support system and was simply used for convenience.
Note the extreme range in rock support for RMR values less than 40. It was thought that adjustments to
the RMR, such as strength, structural orientation, water, weathering, etc. may account for this variation. However,
upon further analyzing the data, it appeared as if the unadjusted RMR produced the least scatter and best
representation of the support required. As this diagram was created with data meeting the aforementioned, bulleted,
specifications, it appears as if these inaccuracies can be attributed to the present RMR system, and not to data
collection and excavation practice problems.
Given this diagram, where do we go? It is obvious that present RMR systems are not accurate in very poor
rock. Therefore, either more adjustments are required in the RMR system or new approaches are required.
However, before doing so, it is necessary in many cases to improve our data collection and excavation practices, as
will be discussed below.

ANALYSIS OF PRESENT PRACTICE
Considerable investment is made in geotechnical assessment at the front-end of a project: the feasibility
stage. This level of investment is not often carried through to actual mining, and often there is no attempt to
correlate results with predictions.
In order for rock mechanics to be utilized to its full potential at any underground operation, especially in
very poor rock, the process must be:
• conducted as a priority by trained personnel;
• treated as a worthwhile endeavor;
• dynamic
Assuming that these conditions are met, the following reflections on actual experience with design in very
poor rock may have some relevance.
After having conducted numerous rock mass characterization and support studies, there are several areas in
which theory differs from practice, and where present RMR predictive methods and accuracy are sorely lacking.
Let’s examine the following areas in more detail:
• data collection procedures for rock mass characterization;
• excavation practices which tend to invalidate predictions made by the geotechnical engineers;
• actual ranges of rock support vs. RMR for various underground operations;
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The reason for this subdivision is rather obvious. First, we will examine the quality of the data and
improve this as much as possible. Second, let’s examine our excavation and support practices and rid the system of
procedures that invalidate our assumptions. Third, once the above has been conducted and accuracy is still not
acceptable, we must consider modifying the assumptions behind RMR support design.
Data Collection
Data collection is the cornerstone of any scientific study. Unless the data is collected properly with a
thorough understanding of the purpose of the study, as well as recognition of the bias introduced by a variety of
outside factors, the resulting conclusions may be at best misleading and at worse valueless to catastrophic.
Drillcore
Rock mechanics data for underground deposits is initially collected from drillcore, with a small amount of
information being collected using geophysical means. This implies that the collected core reflects the rock mass. In
our experience, core is a notoriously poor predictor of underground rock performance given prevailing data
collection techniques. It can give rise to both optimistic (occasionally) and pessimistic (generally) predictions.
Drill core is essentially a point sample of the rock mass. In weaker rock, this “point sample” is often disturbed, with
the amount of disturbance being a function of the rock mass, drilling, and sample handling.
In order to improve predictions for very poor ground from drill core information the following generalities
must be considered and/or implemented. A more detailed list may be found in Appendix A.
• use good drillers
• talk to the drillers about conditions
• drill the largest core possible
• drill with a split or triple tube core barrel
• handle the core with respect
• log and photograph the core in the split
• have a well considered geotechnical logging system
• log by natural core interval, not drill run
• logging should be done by trained geotechnical engineers
• interaction, including RMR calculation and duplicate logging between loggers, is critical to
consistency
Underground mapping
What is amazing in most underground operations is that while considerable effort is put into attempting to
characterize rock conditions from surface, little effort is put into characterization once the actual excavation is
begun.
Each round into a rock mass is a case history of geotechnical performance. Each round exposes
considerably more rock surface and is a much better sample of the rock mass than core. Why not use this readily
available, expensive data? The cost of collection is relatively low compared with the potential benefits, especially
in very poor rock.
In order to adequately predict excavation performance, and to improve our knowledge of the particular
rock mass, the following underground work is suggested:
• RMR mapping of the ribs and back
• rock support mapping, including installation and performance
• general geotechnical mapping including comments regarding structure, failure, blast damage,
weathering, water, etc.
• structural and lithologic mapping of rib and back (generally done by geology)
• maintenance reports concerning rock support (rehab, failure etc.)
• correlation of excavation RMR values with drillhole RMR
• conduct correlation analyses including RMR, span, rock support, rehab, etc.
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The last two bullets on the list are critical.
Our work to date indicates that drillhole fracture frequency is higher than that in-situ, which is to be
expected. However, joint infill is often washed out of the core, resulting in higher (greater strength) factors being
applied to the core than are actually encountered in-situ. The result is that the RMR from core can be both
significantly higher or lower than that actually encountered in an excavation, potentially impacting the design in a
negative manner.
In regards to the last bullet, remember that the RMR systems are composited from innumerable sites
around the world. In addition to this, some conservatism is thrown in, both due to their civil engineering heritage as
well as the human practice of “let’s just be on the safe side”. Adjustment of the RMR and rock support design
systems so that they fit the actual site in question can remove a considerable amount of this conservatism. This
results in a more appropriate, and generally more economic, design.
Excavation Practices
Excavation practice can have a tremendous effect on the performance of the opening, especially in poor to
very poor rock. While the designer may predict one behavior; the miner experiences something different. This may
depend on something missed in design or, more commonly, on excavation practice. An argument ensues, and the
value of an iterative design process is lost.
Blasting
Blasting is, without a doubt, the biggest contributor to instability in the underground environment. Poorly
designed and implemented blasting will invalidate the best design and may increase excavation and support costs.
When designing or analyzing a blast in poor to very poor ground the following should be considered:
• cautious blasting must be used
• the minimum charge required to move/break the rock should be used. Reduced strength
explosives are often very useful.
• pattern is very important. More holes with lighter charges are better than large holes/heavy
loads.
• delays should be sufficient that overlap does not occur.
• hole alignment is critical. Poorly aligned holes contribute to irregular contours, damaged
rock, and not an inconsiderable number of rock failures
As with RMR, blast design is rarely finalized. It requires continual tuning.
Don’t leave the blast design to the miners at the face. If you do so, all the work conducted in
characterizing the rock mass has probably been for naught. Consult the explosive manufacturers’ representatives
for advice or hire a blasting consultant. Listen to the recommendations and follow them. Insure that the miners are
doing what was recommended by observing, continually, the entire drill, load, blast cycle for several rounds. If you
aren’t there, you don’t know what they did.
Excavation layout/excavation shape
Layout and shape, if inappropriate, can invalidate predictions made using RMR data. While this is more of
a subject for a rock mechanics text, it will be discussed briefly here.
In mining, an excavation is seldom left on its own: there will be interaction at intersections and with other
excavations in close proximity. One example that immediately comes to mind is the usage of primary/secondary
extraction in drift-and-fill mining. The pillars between the primary rooms are generally damaged by blasting, stress,
weathering, etc. This deterioration in rock conditions increases excavation and support costs for mining the
secondary panel. Other examples include intersection layout and offset angles.
Excavation shape, a relatively simple concept, is often ignored when laying out the operation. Many
failures, and associated increases in support costs, are caused simply by ignoring the constraints of the rock mass.
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Why use a flatback opening if structure dictates wedges in the back or if substance failure is a problem? While
failure modes will dictate what profile to utilize, in many cases an arch to extreme arch is advised in very poor
ground.
Support installation
Support, if not installed promptly and properly, can be essentially worthless, and more importantly,
dangerous. For example, shotcrete, if applied too late to resist rock deformation, simply spalls off while setting.
Even if applied promptly, if the mix is wrong, the surface extremely dirty, or a poor nozzleman is applying the
shotcrete, the support may not be that desired or specified by design. Thus, the support gets criticized as being
worthless or inappropriate, something which may not be true.
Complete cycles of support installation should be observed and commented on. Leaving the support
installation totally to the miner has, in some cases, invalidated the original design as many shortcuts are taken to
speed the process. These shortcuts, in the end, reduce support effectiveness and cost money.
Rock support should be designed and installed so that additional levels of support can be added without
removing the initial support. Thus, the recommendation in most cases for bolts, bolts and strap, bolts and screen,
bolts/screen/shotcrete, etc. Each additional level of rock support builds on the last.
When verifying the installation of rock support it is best to insure that:
• the design is followed. If not followed, why not?
• the materials specified are used
• installation follows standard, specified procedures
• any unusual conditions, such as clay, weathering, raveling, etc. are taken into account in the
support installation process.
Additional, specific, comments reflecting observations of common problems with support installation in
very poor ground may be found in Appendix A.

FUTURE DESIGN SYSTEMS IN WEAK ROCK
As can be recognized from the above discussion, there are two major categories of constraints imposed on
design in rock. These are:
• imposed (geology, spatial location, etc.)
• controlled (size, shape, excavation methodologies)
Since we cannot change the imposed conditions, we must quantify them in such a fashion that they can be addressed
by the items we can control.
First let’s identify our goal. What we desire is a methodology to accurately predict rock support and excavation
conditions for a given size. Certain input parameters affect this decision, as shown below:
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Theoretically, what we desire is the ability to create diagrams such as time vs. span, depth (stress) vs.
support, time vs. support, and so on. An integrated model is required to do this, something which we do not have at
present and may be hard pressed to attain. However, resorting to an old parable, “the longest trip starts with but a
single step”, we can at least make the attempt.
As stated above, we have both imposed and controlled constraints in our design model, which may be
divided into subcategories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

spatial
geometric
material properties
failure modes
environment
time

In the near future, each of the above must be analyzed, both in the imposed and controlled contexts as well
as to their own interaction within the failure process. A more accurate RMR design system will be the result.
The areas requiring immediate attention in weak rock appear to be:
• weathering: some weak rock can very rapidly deteriorate on exposure;
• type of failure: a clay rich material might “stick” together, where a crumbly material falls apart. Both
may have similar RMR values but require entirely different support; and
• time: in mining, the time factor is very important. For mining in very weak rock, the most attractive
method is likely to be drift-and-fill. Here, the excavations may have a life of a few days; a factor not
directly addressed by present RMR systems.
A brief look at one possible method of addressing failure mode by crudely categorizing material properties
is presented in Appendix B.
Conclusions
This concludes the sojourn through the myriad of factors affecting the design of openings in weak rock
masses using RMR.
We can improve design reliability by simply cleaning house for data collection, evaluation, and rock
excavation. This alone will yield significant economic and safety gains. Some recommendations concerning this
are found as Appendix A.
There are, however, fundamental deficiencies in the present RMR systems. Time dependency is the most
critical factor, which must be addressed for the short lived openings encountered when mining in poor rock. This is
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followed by failure mode, material properties, and stress, all of which receive relatively short shrift, if addressed at
all, in present systems. A brief look at the effect of differences in material property/stiffness contrast on the
behavior of rock support is provided in Appendix B.
Examination of some case histories (Appendix C) illustrates some of the problems in weak rocks for
openings of 8-14 feet diameter to a depth of around 800 ft. Comparison of these will tend to highlight the
discussion provided above.
Given mining’s move to greater depth in poor rock it would appear critical that we better understand the
mechanics of the material we are using for design. This can be done. All it requires is effort.
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Explanation of support classes
"Rathole"
Rock excavation

Rock
Support

Drill and blast

• spot bolting w/6 ft split sets or
grouted bolts

3

Drill and blast
• cautious blasting

• pattern bolt w/6 ft split sets on 3
ft centers

• rebar strap, screen,
shotcrete

4

Drill and blast
• cautious blasting

• pattern bolt w/6 ft split sets on 3
ft centers plus W strap

• rebar strap, screen,
shotcrete

5

Drill and blast
• cautious blasting

• pattern bolt w/6 ft split sets on 3
ft centers plus screen

• rebar strap, screen,
shotcrete

6

Drill and blast
• baby arch
• low strength ANFO throughout
round

• 2 inch steel fiber shotcrete
• 6 ft split sets on 3 ft centers

• rebar strap, screen,
shotcrete

1-2

7

Drill and blast
• baby arch with or without presupport

8+

Mechanical excavation or very light
blasting

• 2 inch steel fiber shotcrete
• 6 ft split sets on 3 ft centers
• rebar straps on 3 ft centers down
on to ribs
• partial muckout
• 2 inches steel fiber shotcrete on
back (if sloughing too rapid, use
flashset shotcrete)
• 2 inches shotcrete on ribs (after
muckout)
• 6 ft split sets with rebar strap on
3 ft centers.
• (20 ft cable bolts on 6 ft centers
if required, lattice girders on
same spacing)
• 2-4 inches additional fiber
shotcrete
• tie shotcrete back at sill with
rebar straps and bolts
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"Ballroom"

Support
Repair

Very poor

• rebar strap, screen, lattice
girders, cable bolts,
yieldable arches

• as for main support,
increase shotcrete
thickness, decrease lattice
girder spacing, install
invert struts on girders,
etc.

RMR 0
"Q" 0.007

Poor

20
0.07

Average

40
0.7

Good

60
6.5

Very good

80
60

100
620

Figure 1
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4
3
2
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Minimum support
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Appendix A
Do’s and Don’ts for very poor rock
RMR data collection
Drillcore
•

What size core is being recovered? NQ core will generally be substantially more broken than HQ,
BQ more so than NQ, etc. Drilling the largest diameter possible (affordable) will give the best
data.

•

Beating the core out of a regular core barrel with a hammer, while acceptable for geologic
exploration, is exactly the opposite of what is required for rock mechanics work. In poor ground,
the best geotechnical core can be obtained by a driller using light bit pressure and a triple or split
tube core barrel. The core, while in the split, will be the best representation that can be obtained
of the ground in-situ. This should be capitalized on! The core should be photographed and
logged in the split. Any geotechnical samples should then be taken and bagged. The core can
then be boxed with a marker for the taken samples. While this may seem slow and nonproductive, this is the best representation of the ground possible. Any mishandling lowers the
RMR; decreasing projected opening size and increasing projected support requirements, thus
increasing costs.

•

If core must be utilized from geologic exploration holes, and geotechnical requirements cannot be
imposed, try to insure that the core is treated with respect. Make sure that the core is pumped
from the barrel, carefully treated, and quickly logged. Don’t bounce the boxes around in the
bucket of an LHD, the back of a pickup, then let them sit in the sun for a week before logging.
Once again, it will pay for itself in more accurate predictions.

•

Ignore drill induced breaks in the core. Note areas that are fractured and try to understand why it
broke. Note core loss. The object is not speed but material recovered. If only the best material is
recovered, or only the clay rich material, the analysis and subsequent design are skewed. If the
driller and his techniques are causing the problem, and the driller will not change, change the
driller.

•

The flushing action of the mud in the hole will often wash out joint infill, sand, etc. in the
formation. At times this can be found as remnants in the recovered core. In addition, a capable
driller can often “feel” these materials through the performance of the machine. Talk to the driller
and take notes regarding what he thinks he is encountering. It will help in analysis.

•

Decide on a geotechnical data collection system that matches project goals and stick to it. Have
someone who has done similar projects lay out the program. Don’t delegate the logging program
layout to the most junior person on the totem pole. If the required person isn’t on staff, get a
consultant for layout and training, it will pay for itself and you will have someone to blame when
things go wrong. Don’t try to collect data and parameters for several systems. Not only does it
waste time and resources, it generally bores the logger, resulting in less attention being paid to
detail.

•

Log natural geologic intervals, not core runs. In other words, areas of similar geotechnical
characteristics should be split out. A drill block means nothing except that the core was recovered
at that point.

•

If more than one person is logging, have one person in charge with the others matching his/her
logging. This is not to discourage discussion but to promote consistency. In addition, the person
(people) conducting the logging should be analyzing the data, calculating RMR values, etc., and
comparing these back to the core. If more than one person is logging, they should occasionally
duplicate log and compare values.
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•

Hire good help. One geotechnical engineer that understands geology, can talk with the drillers
knowledgeably, and can visualize what the rock looks like in place is worth much more than ten
technicians blindly writing down information about the rock.

Underground
•

Hire good help. Someone who is experienced with underground excavations and can talk with the
miners will provide much more information than the lowest paid technician available. This is
probably even more critical for underground evaluation than for core logging.

•

Use the same RMR data collection methodologies as used for the core. If changes must be made,
change both core and underground logging techniques at the same time. Don’t use varying
systems, it just adds to confusion and ruins any potential correlation.

•

RMR log the ribs and back . Log geotechnical intervals, as for the core. Make notes regarding
features which will be invisible in core (continuity, surface expression of geologic features, etc.).
This will assist in future core interpretation.

•

Make sure when logging that induced fractures are either ignored or noted separately from the
inherent discontinuities. Heavily blast, or stress, damaged ground is not what was originally
characterized.

•

Watch how the miners are drilling out the round as to hole alignment, explosives used, delay
pattern, etc. Note the damage to the rock, including fracturing, induced failures, etc. Take notes
and pictures to illustrate later discussions with miners and management. Blasting practices,
especially in very poor rock, contribute negatively to stability conditions. Good blasting has a
minor impact, whereas poor blasting is catastrophic.

•

Construct support maps. Note how the support was installed, the intensity of support, and how it
is functioning. In many cases, shortcuts are taken in order to shorten the support cycle as it is
deemed “non-productive”. The result is poorly installed support which is either dangerous and/or
requires constant rehabilitation. The result is a higher cost than if the support was installed
properly to begin with.

•

Construct failure maps. Note the type and extent of failure and how rock support performed. Are
bolts bent on failure, did they pull clean from the back, is the shotcrete bonded to the rock, how
thick is the shotcrete, etc. are typical questions to ask. Note weathering, especially as air slack or
erosion around water inflow. This information is critical to later analysis and reconciliation as the
failed areas are case histories of where the rock was pushed too far.

•

Conduct a thorough reconciliation of all data. This includes drillcore to underground RMR by
input parameter (strength, joint condition, fracture frequency, etc.), RMR to span, RMR to rock
support, RMR to failure type, etc. This will require time, money, and a geotechnical engineer
who has worked with all phases of the data collection program. Remember, this is his/her job and
what he/she was trained to do. Don’t just hand the data to a summer student and hope for the best.
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Excavation
Blasting
•

Remember, all that is required is to move the material into a diggable pile. Blasting is violent;
remove the violence and you will not have a muck pile! The trick is not to be too violent.

•

Each hole must have an open breaking face (best to construct pattern as a series of right-angle
triangles).

•

Each hole should only detonate after the burden in front of that hole has detached. Holes breaking
out of sequence can do considerable damage.

•

Usually more holes (not less), very lightly charged, are needed as the rock gets weaker. Decoupling, small cartridges lightly tamped, or detonating cord can be used. Holes should get closer
together with lighter and lighter charges as the perimeter is approached.

•

If you drill a hole, then charge it. We do not believe that ‘line-drilling’ with empty holes is
particularly useful.

•

Do not use pre-split blasting. It is very difficult to get continuous cracks in very weak rock, and
pre-splitting (with infinite burden) can be very damaging.

•

Drill straight and parallel. An erratic hole can bring the back down.

•

Round length: the longer the round, the greater the confinement, and the greater the damage.

•

It all starts with the cut. If that does not come clean, then all the other holes are “over-confined.”

Support installation
•

when using shotcrete in poor ground, the rock surface should be prepared if possible. Pressure
wash the surface and then apply the shotcrete. If slaking conditions are present and the ground is
dry, blow the surface clean with compressed air. If the ground is raveling badly, ignore both of
the previous statements and blow a quickset shotcrete as soon as practically possible. The
excavation need not be completely mucked out in order to apply shotcrete. The round can be
partially mucked out, the back shotcreted, and mucking continued. This is often recommended
with spiling.

•

while “whitewashing”, or blowing a 1/4 to 1/2 inch thickness of shotcrete, is a common practice
in slaking ground, it is not recommended. It is better to apply a structural thickness (minimum 2
inches) which can resist deformation and loading. The whitewash does more to hide the rock than
assist in rock support.

•

integrate the bolting with the shotcrete. It is best to apply the shotcrete and bolt through it. This
results in a supportable surface which resists bearing loads on the bolt plates. In addition, in clay
rich ground, shotcrete often develops a poor bond with the rock due to slaking action at the
shotcrete/rock interface. The bolts aid in attaching the shotcrete to the rock. The secondary
application of bolts aids in any rehabilitation work as well. Additional layers of shotcrete
integrate the bolts with the previous shotcrete layer

•

when spiling with rebar, insure that sufficient bar is present ahead of the face so that when the
round is taken and the face collapses, the bars will not pull out. In addition, sufficient rebar must
be present at the drill face to tie up with strap. A rough rule of thumb for minimum spile length is
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the height of the face plus the length of the round plus 2-3 feet. If spiling is required, partial
muckout and support may be considered to be required as well. While it may be possible to
completely muck out the round and then install support in nine out of ten cases, the loss of the
heading in the resulting tenth case is sufficient to require more time and money than if the work
was conducted properly from the beginning.
•

drilling and bolting in clay rich ground presents its own problems. Clay will often smear out
along the drillhole wall. This then interferes with the bond for grouted bolts and reduces skin
friction for split sets. Flushing the hole extremely well after drilling sometimes helps. If the
holes can be drilled dry (dry formation) then this may be the best way to go.

•

gauge the bits the miners are using for bolt installation and continue to do so on a random basis.
It occurs that, if the miners are having trouble getting bolts in the hole, they switch to a larger bit.
This doesn’t work well with split sets

•

always conduct random pull tests on bolts in varying classes of RMR installed by different crews.
This gives both design data for support as well as insuring consistency of installation.
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Appendix B
Adjustment of Material Type for RMR Support
What follows in this appendix is an attempt at adjusting RMR predictions on the type of material being
excavated.
It was noted on several jobs in very poor rock, that even though the rock mass had similar RMR values,
failure modes, time dependency and rock support requirement were very different.
Field observations indicated that this difference was a function of rock mass strength, i.e. the strength of
the rock mass including discontinuities. However, usage of current rock mass strength calculations from the RMR
systems did not account for this variation.
The field data used in this analysis was from similar sized excavations where excavation and support
procedures were appropriate to the conditions. The data in Figure B1 was simply sorted into different material
types:
•
•
•
•

clean broken rock (1/4-1 inch fragments)
sandy, decomposed rock (low cohesion)
clay rich rock (high cohesion)
mixed (high stiffness contrast with boulders mixed in sand and clay)

The resulting curves are shown as Figure B1. Detailed material descriptions are attached as Figures B2B5. It will be seen that simply describing the material types properly appears to make a significant difference in the
prediction.
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Support Class

Figure B1 - Rock Support Material Property Correction
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mixed
sandy
clayey
shattered rock

0
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RMR
Explanation of support classes

Rock
Support
Class

Rock excavation

Rock
Support

Support
Repair

Drill and blast

• spot bolting w/6 ft split sets or
grouted bolts

3

Drill and blast
• cautious blasting

• pattern bolt w/6 ft split sets on 3
ft centers

• rebar strap, screen,
shotcrete

4

Drill and blast
• cautious blasting

• pattern bolt w/6 ft split sets on 3
ft centers plus W strap

• rebar strap, screen,
shotcrete

5

Drill and blast
• cautious blasting

• pattern bolt w/6 ft split sets on 3
ft centers plus screen

• rebar strap, screen,
shotcrete

6

Drill and blast
• baby arch
• low strength ANFO throughout
round

• 2 inch steel fiber shotcrete
• 6 ft split sets on 3 ft centers

• rebar strap, screen,
shotcrete

7

Drill and blast
• baby arch with or without presupport

8+

Mechanical excavation or very light
blasting

1-2

• 2 inch steel fiber shotcrete
• 6 ft split sets on 3 ft centers
• rebar straps on 3 ft centers down
on to ribs
• partial muckout
• 2 inches steel fiber shotcrete on
back (if sloughing too rapid, use
flashset shotcrete)
• 2 inches shotcrete on ribs (after
muckout)
• 6 ft split sets with rebar strap on
3 ft centers.
• (20 ft cable bolts on 6 ft centers
if required, lattice girders on
same spacing)
• 2-4 inches additional fiber
shotcrete
• tie shotcrete back at sill with
rebar straps and bolts

• rebar strap, screen, lattice
girders, cable bolts,
yieldable arches

• as for main support,
increase shotcrete
thickness, decrease lattice
girder spacing, install
invert struts on girders,
etc.
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Block
fall

Block
fall

Tunnel representation

Core representation

Geotechnical description:
Composed of fine sand to small pebble size particles. Low to moderate cohesion, generally containing less than 20% clay or silt. Generally derived from
decomposed intrusive rocks (granite, granodiorite, etc.) or poorly indurated/altered sediments though may be from any source. If of intrusive origin, it often
contains large fragments of relatively solid rock. Appears in core as sugary fragments or sand, often with no recognizable fabric.

Excavation performance:
Can require pre-support of some form. Drillholes may be difficult to maintain in face. Blasting should be extremely light as the material is very susceptible to
vibration/gas damage.
Material may fail as block "area" falls or as wasting from any location in the excavation. Small "trickles" of sand can quickly become ratholes or chimneys
which may cause opening collapse. Ravelling through spiling is commonplace, often requiring immediate application of quick setting shotcrete upon partial
muckout of the round. If rock support is not emplaced relatively quickly, relaxed zones can develop around the opening, resulting in larger than required loads
on the support.
Support, once placed and effective, is generally low maintenance at shallow depths. Exceptions to this are where considerable relaxation has been allowed or
where sufficient clays exist to allow plastic creep. In these cases, time dependent loading, requires the installation of additional rock support.

FIGURE B2 - "SANDY" MATERIAL
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Tunnel representation

Core representation

Geotechnical description:
Composed of greater than 20% clay with the remainder of the matrix consisting of silts, sands, and pebbles. Occasional larger fragments of rock may be found
in the material. Generally high cohesion. Material can generally be molded with hands or will deform around pick point. May be derived from any lithologic
unit, though appears most commonly as a derivative of volcanics and sediments in a heavily altered environment. Core is often complete and without apparent
fractures. Joints and slickensides are often smeared over, becoming apparent only upon careful examination of the core.

Excavation performance:
May require pre-support of some form, although if massive and with sufficiently high cohesion, the material will hang together for sufficient time to mine
without. Drilling is difficult as it muds behind the bit. At times, dry drilling is to be recommended. Mud develops along bolt hole walls, limiting bolt anchor
capacity. Blasting may be difficult as the material is "tough". There is often a tendency to overblast, causing gas and vibration damage. Shotcrete is often
difficult to apply and can lose its effectiveness as a slaked rind may develop against the shotcrete shell.
Material may fail as block falls along slickensides or joints. Ravelling is common if the material is allowed to dehydrate (slaking or air slacking). Uncontrolled
water flow can cause erosion, slaking, and complete loss of openings. This is commonly begins along the sill and progresses up into the ribs. Squeeze may be
seen as shear/buckling at the crown and springline.
The opening may not experience squeeze in a shallow environment. As such, the initial support may be sufficient for the life of the opening. Deeper
excavations, or those found in a more plastic environment, may require continuing rehabilitation and/or additional support.

FIGURE B3 - "CLAYEY" MATERIAL
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Tunnel representation
Geotechnical description:

Wall representation

Composed of materials with a large stiffness/failure contrast. Examples are boulders in a matrix of clay/silt/sand, "varved" clay bands and chert, unaltered boulders in a
serpentine matrix, etc. Cohesion may vary from high to low, though in most cases where problems occur the bond between the varying materials (boulder to matrix) is
quite weak. Joints and slickensides will often be found as evidence of local deformation due to stiffness contrast within the unit. It is often difficult to distinguish in core,
appearing as competent (occasionally very competent) units separated by thin to thick clayey/sandy bands. At times, the matrix may be washed away or disregarded as
drill mud.

Excavation performance:
Generally requires pre-support or very short rounds. Breastboarding may be required. This is due to the propensity of large boulders failing suddenly from the back, rib,
or face. Although this may occur only occasionally, the falls are generally without warning and may not be associated with blasting. Pinning of individual large blocks
with spiling is sometimes effective. Drilling is difficult due to the strength contrast, with the bits hanging in the mud on the far side of the boulder. A tendency to
overblast is common, as the miner wants to break the bigger boulders. This leads to overbreak and loosening of the boulders in the rib and back, at times leading to
opening collapse. Support should be immediate after excavation, at times from the muckpile. Shotcrete is moderately effective if allowed to cure sufficiently before
additional support is applied.
Material generally fails as individual boulders, although at times a single block fall can trigger a heading collapse. Squeeze appears to occur in most such material.
"Punching" is often noted as the stiffer boulders are pushed through the shotcrete shell.
Both squeeze and punching may be controlled with initial support at relatively shallow depths. However, at depths where plastic deformation and the stiffness contrast
between materials begins to control failure, additional support will be required as a function of time.

FIGURE B4 - "MIXED" MATERIAL
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Block
fall

Block
fall

Tunnel representation

Core representation

Geotechnical description:
Composed of relatively clean shattered rock. Fragment size generally ranges from 5 - 50 mm (1/4 to 2 inches). May be found in breccia and fault zones, shatter
zones in limbs of folds, or any locale where sudden brittle failure was induced by tectonic activity. Fragments are generally derived from moderate to high
strength rock. Joint orientations are difficult to impossible to discern in core and, at times, in the face. Joint and fault surfaces are often rough and very
undulating. It appears as "rubble" in core with little or no matrix materials, though these may be washed out in the drilling process.

Excavation performance:
May or may not require pre-support. Rock fragments often interlock around smaller excavations after minor failure has occurred, resulting in a quasi-stable
configuration. However, the material can chimney. Drilling is difficult with the bit often binding in the hole. Ravelling in the holes is a problem. Light
blasting is sufficient to move the already broken rock. A heavy blast will produce a substantial damage zone adjacent to the opening. Shotcrete will generally
provide the best support though screen and bolts, if properly engineered and installed, may suffice for short term excavations.
Material generally fails as "area" falls. Some ravelling may occur, especially if clay is contained in the matrix, or if stress changes occur around the opening.
Support, once installed and effective, appears to require little maintenance.

FIGURE B5 - "SHATTERED ROCK" MATERIAL
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Appendix C
Case Histories
Some case histories from unidentified operations in weak rock around the world are presented in this
appendix. Photographic plates are provided together with a thumbnail sketch of the situation to provide reader
background. This appendix was designed to illustrate the points brought forth in the paper.
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Case History A
Geotechnical:
General lithology:

Strongly argillized units with originally well developed jointing. Clay infill
along many of the joint surfaces resulted in somewhat of a cementing effect.
Distortion of the units by tectonic activity resulted in minor offset/warping of
joint surfaces. Some minor (shattered) silicified bands present. These had no
apparent effect on ground conditions.

Intact rock strength:

100-500 psi (0.7-3.5 MPa) estimated

RMR range:

15-25 (unadjusted)

Water:

None (dry)

Situation:
Opening dimensions:

10-20 ft (3-6m) wide, 10-12 ft (3-3.7m) tall, minor arch to back, though could
likely be considered a flatback opening for analysis.

Depth of cover:

200-300 ft (60-90m) approximate

Blasting:

Apparently normal blasting practices were used. It does not appear as if
cautious blasting was practiced in the openings (considerable overbreak, etc.)

Rock support:

6 ft (1.8m) split sets and 2” (50mm) chainlink mesh on approximately 3 ft
(0.9m) spacing in back to springline. Occasional shotcrete as a 1/4 inch (6mm)
“whitewash” on pillars and drift walls. Apparently as required.

Life:

3-6 months

Observations:
The openings behaved surprisingly well considering the low strength of the rock in question. While some
pillar splitting was noted in mined areas, it was well within acceptable bounds. The clay along the joint
surfaces, as well as the slightly disturbed nature of the rock appears to have forced the material to behave
more as a homogeneous low strength material, much like a very stiff soil. Slaking was a minor problem
within the active life of the opening. This “airslack” resulted in pieces becoming detached from the back
and ribs and falling with the next blast. It was controlled quite well with screen and bolts. A thin skin of
shotcrete maintained the intact nature of the pillars and ribs where slaking and associated raveling was a
problem. In this case, a structural thickness of shotcrete was not required as the shotcrete was primarily
acting as protection against slaking with a secondary roll of restraining minor pieces from falling.
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A1
Representative core from the
mining area. Note high clay
content, high fracture count.
Assessed RMR will be quite low.

A2
Mining allowed relatively large
spans with little or no pillar
support. Note very thin and
spotty shotcrete "skin" on right
hand side of pillar. Some pillar
splitting was noted but did not
detract subtstantially from area
stability.

A3
"Bagging" of the mesh was
noted, generally as a function of
airslack. Blasting probably
assisted in failing the blocks
loosened by slaking of the clays
included both within the rock
and along joints.
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Case History B
Geotechnical:
General lithology:

Weak to strongly argillized units with poorly developed jointing. Joint surfaces
rough and irregular but with very low shear strength due to clay infill (no
cementing). Cut by fault zones with cobbles - boulders of unaltered, high
strength rock. Infill between the boulders was (varying) silt, sand, and/or clay.

Intact rock strength:

130- 3600 psi (1-24 MPa) estimated

RMR range:

20-35 (unadjusted)

Water:

Damp/wet though no high pressures

Situation:
Opening dimensions:

8-10 ft (2.4-3m) wide, 8-10 ft (2.4-3m) tall, minor arch to back

Depth of cover:

800 ft (240m) approximate

Blasting:

Varied. Cautious blasting should have been the norm but was ignored if the
miners felt it was unnecessary. When conducted properly it aided in opening
stability.

Rock support:

6 ft (1.8m) split sets on 3 ft (1m centers) and 4” (100mm) Weldmesh in back to
springline. Fiber shotcrete (2” or 50mm) on back and ribs to sill if required.
Occasional spiling (1” or 25mm rebar) on 6”-8” (200mm) centers to springline
if required.

Life:

4-8 months

Observations:
The openings behaved very well in areas without boulders that were moderately argillized. Such areas
(RMR 25-35) could be supported with screen and bolts alone for a short term opening. Areas that were
more clay rich required shotcrete to reduce airslack and resist deformation. Areas with large numbers of
hard boulders, even though having a similar RMR to the uniform areas, were more difficult. Opening
contours were ragged, blasting was difficult, spiling was occasionally required, and shotcrete was always
utilized in such cases. In clay rich areas, deformation was noted as shear closure at the tunnel crown with
buckling and delamination of shotcrete at the springline. Hard boulders often were delineated by cracks
and peeling in the shotcrete as if being punched through the material. Clay content was a problem as
shotcrete pulled some moisture from the rock upon curing. This resulted in a slaked bound with the clay
rich rock, requiring bolt support through the shotcrete. Slaking (airslack) would be a problem in long term
openings not supported with shotcrete.
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B1
Shotcrete failing around boulder
in tunnel rib.

B2

B3

"Bagging" of mesh due to airslack of clay
rich rock.

Rebar strap separating from shotcrete as
a function of tunnel closure. No cracking
of the shotcrete was noted, however the
strap was obviously buckling as a
function of bending/compression.
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Case History C
Geotechnical:
General lithology:

Strongly silicified units which had been shattered by tectonic activity. Joints
within the ore zone were rough, irregular, and discontinuous. Joints in the
adjoining country rock were much smoother and continuous, though not as
tightly spaced. The ore could be described as sugary with a tendency to break
into fragments. Silt and sand size fractions were present in the rock mass with
minor clays. Joint surfaces were, as a rule, clean with minor oxide coatings.

Intact rock strength:

100-1500 psi (0.7-10 MPa) estimated

RMR range:

10-30 (ore - unadjusted)
20-40 (country rock - unadjusted)

Water:

None (dry)

Situation:
Opening dimensions:

10ft (3m) wide, 10ft (3m) tall, flatback

Depth of cover:

600-800 ft (180-240m) (approximate)

Blasting:

Unknown

Rock support:

6 ft (1.8m) split sets and 2” (50mm) chainlink mesh on approximately 3 ft
(0.9m) spacing in back. Shotcrete, fiber or regular, was used as required.

Life:

1-3 weeks (estimated)

Observations:
Openings in the ore could be cut at 10 ft by 10 ft (3m by 3m) without immediate support. Temporary
support of mesh and bolts sufficed for most areas. Shotcrete was applied as needed. Surprisingly, the
country rock was the most unstable with block movements along joints contributing to stability problems.
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C1
Typical core from drift area.
Core appeared as rubble with
component fragments having a
sugary/friable texture.

C2
Typical core except slightly
more soil like with increase in
sand/silt content.

C3
Expensive and inappropriate
support.
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Case History D
Geotechnical:
General lithology:

Strongly argillized units with poorly developed jointing. At times units were
leached to a point where a sand/silt/clay equivalent soil remained. Joints were
irregular, undulating, and discontinuous. Grain size was relatively
homogeneous with no large boulders included in the matrix.

Intact rock strength:

50-3000 psi (0.3-20 MPa) estimated

RMR range:

15-30 (unadjusted)

Water:

Wet, moderate pressure

Situation:
Opening dimensions:

10 ft (3m) wide, 10 ft (3m) tall, minor arch to back.

Depth of cover:

200-300 ft (60-90m) approximate

Blasting:

Cautious blasting in most cases.

Rock support:

6 ft (1.8m) split sets on 3 ft (0.9m) centers with 4” (100mm) Weldmesh to
springline, covered with 3” (75mm) fiber shotcrete to sill. Spiling was
conducted in some zones with 1” (25mm) rebar on 8” (200mm) centers in the
back to the springline. Some steel sets installed for supplementary support and
rehab. These were likely not required.

Life:

6 months

Observations:
Openings behaved quite well in areas with moderate argillic alteration. Failure, when it occurred in such
areas, was sudden as block fall. Areas which were more clay rich failed as slabs, apparently as a rock mass
failure, from the back and ribs. Sandy/silty areas with only minor amounts of clay raveled through spiling
and developed into chimneys with ultimate collapse if shotcrete was not immediately applied. Movement
along joints in the rock apparently resulted in gouge development with a large, and rapid, reduction from
peak to residual strength. Thus, any block motion was progressive unless supported immediately. Once
support was properly installed, little deformation was noted in the opening.
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D1
Well executed spiling in drift
back. Good alignment and
spacing on rebar with tails tied
up with strap.

D2
Side view, spiling.
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Case History E
Geotechnical:
General lithology:

Strongly argillized/chemically altered (silica leached) units with originally well
developed jointing. Jointing was destroyed or absent in zones which had
chemically disintegrated to silts/sands. One prevalent joint set, dipping
opposite face advance, was quite continuous and relatively planar.
Jointing/faulting was present which transected the opening. These were
relatively continuous and planar/undulating in the more competent units.
Smectite group clays/chlorite found both within the rock matrix as well as along
joints.

Intact rock strength:

50-500 psi (0.3-3.5 MPa) estimated

RMR range:

10-35 (unadjusted)

Water:

Damp

Situation:
Opening dimensions:

14-20 ft (4-6m) wide, 14 ft (4m) tall dependent on overbreak/failure. Contours
irregular but generally flatbacked.

Depth of cover:

500 ft (150m) approximate

Blasting:

Cautious blasting or free-digging with small charges as needed in low RMR
zones.

Rock support:

In better rock (RMR>30) rock support consisted of 6ft (1.8m) split sets on
approximate 3 ft (1m) spacing either with strap or chainlink mesh. Shotcrete
was used occasionally on argillized sections as a “whitewash” to prevent
slaking. In poorer ground, rock support consisted of 1” (25mm) rebar spiling on
8”-10” (200mm) centers in back and occasionally down rib. Followed by 8”
(200mm) steel sets on 4 ft (1.2m) centers, lagged and cribbed in place. If face
collapsed, the drift was bulkheaded and concrete pumped behind the
bulkhead/lagging.

Observations:
Many of the problems in this opening were caused by not controlling the rock prior to excavation. Failure
was allowed by not placing shotcrete in a structural thickness and/or not cleaning the rock prior to
placement. The face was not shotcreted, nor was it partially excavated. Breastboarding or bulkheading
was not used until the face had collapsed. As support was not installed immediately, a large
relaxed/failing zone developed around the opening, likely breaking to local structural control. This
resulted in extreme loads on the placed support, thus the steel sets. Pumping concrete into the failed mass
created a “rock” mass which could be excavated. However, this was likely stiffer than the surrounding
rock, attracting even more load to the support.
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E1
SAND/CLAY
SAND/CLAY

Mixed zones of sand/clay/silt
interlayered with relatively
competent units. Adjacent to
failure area in E3.

E2
Very patchy "whitewash"
shotcrete on clay rich units.
Shotcrete had a poor bond with
the rock due to clay content and
improper cleaning before
application of shotcrete.

E3
Heading requiring intense
support. Back and face required
heavy lagging and steel sets after
rock collapsed through rebar
spiling. Concrete was pumped
behind lagging and into the
broken rock and open spaces
developed during collapse.
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Case History F
Geotechnical:
General lithology:

Weakly to strongly argillized units with very poorly developed jointing. Large
unweathered boulders are found distributed discontinuously throughout the rock
mass, with some areas consisting almost entirely of a jumbled mass of large
rocks with clay/sand/silt infill. Jointing is very irregular and discontinuous,
often changing direction radically around a stiff inclusion (boulder). Joint
surfaces are generally smooth/polished with chlorite and smectite clay infill.

Intact rock strength:

50-500 psi (0.3-3.5 MPa); boulders 14500 - 30000 psi (100-200MPa)

RMR range:

10-40 (unadjusted)

Water:

Damp

Situation:
Opening dimensions:

8-10ft (2.4-3m) wide, 8-10ft (2.4-3m) tall, flatback

Depth of cover:

300-400 ft (100-130m)

Blasting:

Regular blasting was used until conditions changed. Controlled blasting and
mechanical excavation were then used in poor RMR conditions.

Rock support:

6 ft (1.8m) split sets on 3ft (0.9m) centers and 4” (100mm) Weldmesh in back +
strap required. At times, only strap was required. Spiling (rebar +other) and
fiber shotcrete (2”-3” (75mm)) was utilized as were timber and steel sets, etc.

Life:

4 months

Observations:
A relatively large range of ground support conditions were encountered in a relatively similar range of
RMR values. Low strength, highly fractured, rock with a high clay content behaved very well with little
support. Boulder rich zones, with sand/silt/clay matrix, behaved uniformly poorly, often with collapse of
the boulders into the openings. Any blasting of protruding boulders caused the remaining portion to fail
into the opening, often with considerable material from its surroundings. Timber support took considerable
load, likely as boulders relaxing from the matrix onto the support. Slaking was an extreme problem as the
material changed character upon exposure to air, often losing much of its strength. Shotcrete, together with
bolting and spiling of the boulder rich zones, was likely the most successful means of support.
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F1
Well supported back with little
ravelling. RMR between 15
and 25.

F2
Unstable zone composed of
boulders (arrows), sand, and
gouge. RMR between 15 and
25.

F3
Rockfall in area of mixed
boulders/clay. Note split set
hanging from fractured
boulder in back. Fall initiated
by movement in weaker
material around boulders.
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Case History G
Geotechnical:
General lithology:

Strongly silicified and/or argillized host units. Silicified units are shattered with
few clays, very discontinuous jointing with little or no discernible fabric.
Argillized units may retain original discontinuity features dependent on
deformation. Shear planes with slickensides are often developed in gouge. Joint
surfaces in argillized units contain clay of kaolin and smectite groups.

Intact rock strength:

100-500 psi (0.7-3.5 MPa); silicified 3500+ psi ( 25+MPa)

RMR range:

15-35 (unadjusted)

Water:

Damp

Situation:
Opening dimensions:

10-14ft (3-4.3m) wide, 10-12ft (3-3.7m) tall, flatback

Depth of cover:

500-600 ft (130-180m) approximate

Blasting:

Regular blasting used with poor hole orientation control. Poor pattern layout
and implementation. Excessive blast damage.

Rock support:

6 ft (1.8m) split sets on 3ft (0.9m) centers with strap in RMR>30 ground, with
strap and mesh in RMR <30. Occasional shotcrete and grouted rebar usage,
although not common.

Life:

1-4 weeks

Observations:
Little failure was observed in the back or ribs in fractured, silicified material. The fragments appeared to
interlock after some surface loosening/raveling. The more clay rich gouge/argillized material failed as
slabs either as a form of substance failure, along internal shear planes, or a combination of both once a
critical width has been reached. Slaking plays some roll in this failure as well. All in all, the rock support
is light given the low RMR of the material and the rough excavation practices. Improved blasting and
properly applied shotcrete would likely increase the allowable dimensions of these openings.
(no photographs were available for this case history)
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